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In this paper we present apolynomial time algorithm for computing the inverse of an automorphisra over 
a polynomial ring K[~. The algorithm works over any commutative ring K, and in the case when K is 
a field, provides an exponential time solution to the problem of determining when an endomorphJsm is 
invertible. 
1. In t roduct ion  
A K-endomorphism of a polynomial ring K[~ is a mapping of the polynomial ring to 
itself which preserves addition and multiplication and which fixes every element k of K.  
The endomorphism invertibility problem for polynomials is as follows: 
PROBLEM 1 (Endomorph ism Invert ib i l i ty )  r.e~ ~r : x~ ~ hi(J) for 1 < i < d be an 
endomorphism over a polynomial ring K[~ given by the coefficients of the polynomials 
hi E K[~. Determine if ~ is invertible, and if it is compute its inverse. 
A subproblem of Problem 1 is the following: 
PROBLEM 2 ( Inverse  of  art Automorph ism)  Let cr : z~ ~-~ hi(J) .for 1 < i < d be an 
automorphism over a polynomial ring K[~ given by the coefficients of ~he polynomials 
hi E K[~. Compute the inverse of ~. 
In this paper, we give a new solution to Problem 2 which works over any commutative 
ring K and requires a number of arithmetic operations which is polynomial in the dense 
representation of the input and output polynomials. Our Mgorithm for Problem 2 also 
leads to a new, exponential time solution to Problem 1 in the case where K is a field. 
We begin with some notation and background. 
1.1 NOTATION 
Throughout his paper, except where otherwise specified, K is a commutative ring and 
K[Z l , . . . ,  x~] is the d-variate polynomial ring over K. We often abbreviate x l , . . . ,  x~ 
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by g and write K[.~ for K[xl . . . .  ,~d] and f(g) for f (x l , . . . ,  ~d). We also abbreviate 
by 
Let g (~ and h l (~, . . . ,  ha(g) be polynomials, with F"- zl . . . .  , zd. Then by g(h(g)) 
we shall mean the functional composition g(hl(g),..., ha(g)) of g and the h~. 
Finally, let ](~') and g(g) be polynomials, and i an integer expression. By g(g) =(>i) 
f(g) we shall mean that g(g) and f(g) have equal coefficients for all terms of degree 
greater than i. 
1.2 AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let hl(~'),..., hd(g) E K[~ be polynomials, hi, . . . .  ha define an endomorphism 
a : K [~ ---* g [~ which fixes all k E K and maps z~ to hi(g). It is clear that 
K [h(g)] C_ K[~.  On the other hand, g [~ C g[h(g)] if and only if there exist polynomials 
gl(g),..., ga(g) E g[~ such that gi(h(g)) = x,. If this is the case, then K[~ = g[h(~')] 
and o is an automorphism whose inverse r = 0 -1 is given by Cxi = gi(g). Thus, to 
compute the inverse r of o, we need to compute these polynomials gi. 
Let AutKK[~ be the group of automorphisms on K[~ which fix elements of K. 
That is, if ~r e Autgg[~, f E K[~, and a E h:, then: ~ra = a, and of(z l , . . . ,zd) = 
Related closely to the group of automorphisms are the General Linear Group, the 
Jonqui~re automorphisms, and the subgroup of nilpo~ency. The General Linear Group 
GL(n, K) consists of those automorphisms cr which are given by: 
O'Xi "-" O~i,ligl -I- Oti,2ag~ q-  . . . -JC O~i ,n~n (1) 
where oLi,j E K for 1 < i, j < n. The Jonqui~re automorphisms J(n, K) consist of those 
automorphisrns r given by: 
rZ i  = a iZ i  q-  f i ( z i+ l , . . . ,  Zn) (2) 
for I < i < n where a l , . . . ,an  are units of K and f i (x i+l , . . . ,zn)  E K[xi+l, . . . ,zn].  
And the subgroup of nilpotency N(n, K) consists of those automorphisms r given by: 
= + a (g) (3) 
for 1 < i < n where g l , . . . ,  gn are the nilpotent elements of K[~. 
Problems i and 2 have received much attention. There is a vast quantity of literature 
on the subject of characterizing the group of automorphisms of a polynomial ring and 
computing the inverses of automorphisms (Nagata, 1972; Abhyankar, 1974; Bass et al. 
1982; Nousiainen & Sweedler, 1983; Shannon & Sweedler, 1989). One famous conjecture 
related to Problem 1 is: 
CONJECTURE 1 Le~ K be a commutative ring. AutgK[z-'] is generaled by GL(n,K), 
J(n,K), and N(n, K) where Gs J, and N are, respectively, lhe general linear group, lhe 
Jonqui~re auiomorphisms, and ~he subgroup of nilpotency. 
A second famous conjecture related to Problem 1 is the Jacobian Conjeclure. 
CONJECTURE 2 ( Jacob ian  Conjecture)  If K contains ihe field Q of rational num- 
bers and o is an endomorphism ofK[~ whose Jacobian matrix is invertible, then ~r is 
an au~omorphism ofK[~. 
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See Nagata (1972) and Bass etal .  (1982) for good summaries of these conjectures and 
related work on the automorphism group. 
Much work has also been done on the problem of computing the inverse of an an  
automorphism e. There are a number of inversion formulas which give #-~ in terms 
of the inverse of the :Iacobian matrix. Lagrange Inversion Formulas such as that of 
Abhyankar (1974) give a nice mathematical model for the inverse but it and other similar 
formulas uch as that of Nousiainen and Sweedler (1983) may not terminate. Shannon 
and Sweedler (1989) recently gave an elegant algorithm to compute a-1. Their method 
uses the Grbbner bases techniques of Buchberger (1985) refined to the case of subalgebras. 
Unfortunately, the computation of a Grbbner basis requires exponential time. 
The best previous result for Problem 2 is that of McKay and Wang (1986). Based 
on a generalization of Cramer's rule, MeKay and Wang gave an inversion formula for 
the bivariate case where or(z) = f(z, y) and ~(y) = g(z, y). Their formula was described 
for the complex numbers but is valid for any arbitrary field K. It involves computing 
the resultant of four axis polynomials f(0, t), f(t, 0), g(0, t), and g(t, 0). It was shown by 
Loos (1983) that the maximum time for a modular esultant algorithm is O(ngr+lL(d) dr 
n2rL(d) 2) where L(d) is the maximum length of the semi-norm, n is the maximum degree 
in any variable in any input polynomial, and r is the number of polynomials; thus the 
algorithm of McKay and Wang is polynomial time. 
In contrast, our algorithm works for the general multivariate case and over any com- 
mutative ring K. 
1.3 POLYNOMIAL DECOMPOSITION 
Our polynomial time algorithm for computing the inverse of an automorphism is 
based on a solution to the following polynomial decomposition problem: 
PROBLEM 3 (Left Composit ion Factor of a Polynomial Decomposition) Let 
d-variate polynomials f(~), hl(~),..., hd(~) e I([7 be given by their coefficients, and let 
integerr also be given. Decide if there exists a polynomial g(z-') E K[z-] of total degree less 
than or equal to r which composes the h's to give f . (That is, does there exist a polynomial 
g(~ such that f(e) = g(h(e)) and degg < r.~) I/so, determine the coefficients ofa. 
Problems relating to the decomposition of polynomials have also received much at- 
tention in recent years. Kozen and Landau (1986,1989) gave the first, polynomial time 
algorithm for obtaining a non trivial, functional decomposition g, h of a univariate poly- 
nomial f over a commutative ring K. Previous algorithms (Alagar & Thanh, 1985; 
Barton & Zippel, 1985) were exponential time, required polynomial factorization, and 
only worked over fields of characteristic 0. Dickerson (1987) gave the first polynomial 
time algorithm for the more general functional decomposition f multivariate polynomial 
f into a univariate g and a multivariate h. The algorithms of both Kozen and Landau, 
and Dickerson work over any commutative ring K in the "tame ease" when the ring 
contains a multiplicative inverse of r, the degree of g. Von zur Gathen (1987,1988) has 
since given faster algorithms for both the univariate and multivariate decompositions in 
the "tame case" as well as some partial results for the "wild case" when the characteristic 
of K divides the degree of h. The problem of computing, in polynomial time, a general 
multivariate decomposition g,h i , . . . ,  ha of a polynomial f(~) = g(hl(~),..., ha(e)) is 
still open. 
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In this paper we extend some techniques used in the polynomial decomposition algo- 
rithms of Kozen and Landau to present the first polynomial time algorithm for computing 
the left composition factor in a general multivariate composition (Problem 3) and we then 
use that result in the first polynomial time algorithm for computing the inverse of an 
automorphism (Problem 2). 
2. Comput ing  the Left Composit ion Factor 
In this section, we motivate and then present a polynomial time algorithm for com- 
puting the left composition factor in a multivariate polynomial decomposition. We will 
give the details for the bivariate case and sketch the results for the general multivariate 
case. 
2.1 BACKGROUND AND ALGORITHM: THE CASE d ~ 2 
We begin with the case d --- 2. We examine the following bivariate version of Prob- 
lem 3: 
PROBLEM 4 [,el polynomials f(x, y), hi(x, y) and h2(z, y) E K[=, y], of degrees n, s, 
and s respectively be given by their coefficients and let integer r also be given. Decide 
if ~here ~is~s ~ polynomial g(~x, z~) e K[z~, ~2] s.~h tha~ f(., U) = g(hx(~, U), h~(., U)) 
and deg g <_ r ? If so, determine the coefficients of g. 
Assume f (z ,  y) = g(hl(x, y), h2(x, y)) for some f, g, hi, h2 E K[z, y] of total degrees 
n, r, s and s respectively. ( It is clear that rs >_ n ). Let 
g(zl,z~)= Z ~ b,,~zi4, (41 
0_<,<_r i+ j= l  
i > o j  > o 
then 
O<i___r i+ j=t  
i )O , j )O  
It is easy to show from Equation 5 that 
(5) 
s(~,u) =(>(~-i>,> ~ b,,jh~h~(=,y). (8) 
i+ j=r  
(>.o,y > o 
That is, f ( z ,y )  and 
i+j----.r 
i>_od>o 
total degree greater than (r - 1)s. More generally, we can show that for 0 < k < r we 
have: 
S(.,u) -(>(.-1-,>,) ~ ~ b,,jh~h{(.,u). (7) 
i>o,y>_o 
E b,,jhilhJ(x, y) agree on their coefficients for all terms of 
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(Intuitively, we are using the fact that only those products hihJ(z, y) with i + j > c can 
produce terms of degree > cs to show that only those coefficents bij of g where i-t- j > c 
affect the coefficients of f of degree > cs.) 
Subtracting ~-(k-1)<t<r ~ i +j = t bijhi~h~(x, Y) from both sides of Equation 7 
i>_o , j>_o  
we get: 
f (x ,y ) -  ~ E bi,ihilh~(z'Y) 
r - (k -1)<t<r  i+ j=t  
- -  t>o,j>o 
- (>(r - l -~)s)  ~ bi,jh~h{(x,y). (8) 
i+ j=r -k  
i > O,j > 0 
Equation 8 gives us a reccurence relation for the bi,j's. We can compute the coefficients 
bt,j for i+ j  = r -  k in terms of bi,j for r -  k < i+ j  < r. For example, we use Equation 6 
to compute bi,j for i + j = r. Then, by substituting 1for k in Equation 8 we get: 
f (z,y) - ~ bl,jhilh{(~,Y) =(>(r-2)s) ~ bi,jh~h{(z,y), (9) 
i+ j=r  i+ j=r -1  
i>o,j>_o i>_o,j>o 
We then use coefficients bi,j for i Jr j -" r to compute the coefficients bi,j for i + j = r - 1. 
This is exactly what we do in Algorithm 1 given in Figure I. 
ALGORITHM 1 Left Composition Factor 
Step O) For t := 0 to r 
For k >__ O,l >_ O, and k-k l = t 
comp.te h~ h~(x, y). 
s cid,k,l be the coel~eient of xky t in h~h~(z, y). 
Step 1) Zet f0(~, Y):= f(~, ~). 
Step 2) For rn := 0 to r -  1 do: 
a) I~et ak,i,r, be the eoej~cien~ of z~y t in fr.(z,y). 
b) Solve the syslem of e~na~ions #iven by: 
bi jc i j , k , l  -" ak,l,rn 
i+ jmr - -m 
i>0 , j>0 
for (r - l - m)s < k + l < ( r -  m)s. ( See Figure e ) 
- bk,lhlhz(x, y). 
k+l=r - r r t  
i>_o,j >>.o 
st~p ~) Zet b0,0 := f,(~, U). 
13 
Figure 1: Algorithm 1 
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bm = 
Cot~'--m~O,rs - -ms  --S+I 
CO,r--m,O,rs-ms-- s+2 
CO,r--m,Ow$--ms 
Co,r--m11,rs--rn#--$ 
Co, r - -~ , l~ra - -ms- -s+l  
CO,r--m Wt-rr;t ,0 
bo,r-m 
b2,r--m--2 
br-m,0 
Cl,r--m-- l~O,rs-rnt--s-}-1 
el,r--m-- l:O,r m--ms-- s-I-2 
Cl,r--m-- l,O,rs--ms 
Cl,r-m- ljl,r~--ms-s 
Cl,r--m- l,l,rs-ms-s+l 
Cl,r--rn--l~rs--mJ,O 
9 " ' Or - - tn ,O ,O, r J - - l o~t - -e - I -1  
9 Cr_m,O,O,rs_ms_s+ 2 
9 . . C r_mjO jOws_ms 
. , . C r_m~O~iws_ms_  a 
 9  Cr_m,O, l , r s_m~_s .} .  I 
" .  
9 . .  C r_ r~O, r  a - -mJ lO  
am 
ao,rt-ms-s+l,m 
ao,rs-ms-s+2,m 
ao j . t - -mt t r r i  
<ll,rs-ms- s,rn 
al,rs-ms-t-l- ,m 
ars-ms,O,m 
Figure 2: Cmbm = am 
2.2 AN EXPLANATION 
Algorithm I hinges on solving the system of equations in step 2b. We have a system of 
( r -m-1)s2q- (s2+3s) /2  linear equations in the r+ l -m unknowns b~ 3 for k+!  - r - re .  
Our system is given by the equation: 
Cmbm = am (10) 
where we define Urn, bin, and am as in Figure 2. The system given by Equation 10 is 
overdetermined but may or may not be rank deficient. In step 2b we may get no solution, 
a unique solution, or a solution space of dimension < r - m. 
It is clear from Equation 8 that if there is no solution to Equation 10 then no de- 
composition exists for the given f, hi, h2. In this case, we can halt and output "NO 
DECOMPOSIT ION" .  
If we get a unique solution, then we continue the algorithm with no anomalies. 
If, at step 2.m part  (b), we get a solution space rather than a unique solution, then 
in part (c) we wiI1 get an expression for fm+l in terms of fm and the unknowns bk,z 
for k + 1 = r - m. Thus during the following step, step 2.(m + 1), we must solve for 
b~,h k + I = r - (rn + 1) in terms of bkj, k + I -- r -- m. We look now at the equation 
Cm+lbm+i  - -  am+l. Once again, the matr ix Um+i may or may not be of full rank. If it is 
of full rank, then choose some r - m rows which are linearly independent, call these rows 
C~n+l and the corresponding entries in am+i we call ' am+ i. We then solve the system 
C~+lbm+ i ' - -  am+ 1 to get a unique solution for the coefficients bk,h k + l = r - (m + 1) 
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in terms of bLz, k + 1 = r - m. We can then use the remaining equations in the system 
Cm+tbrnq-1 = a,n+l to solve for the coefficients bk,l, k + I = r - m thus reducing the 
dimension of the solution space. 
If the system Cm+lbm+l = arn+l is also rank deficient, then when we solve for the b~j 
the dimension of our current solution space will increase, but it will increase by at most 
r - m - 1. The important thing to note is that in the case when we have a solution space 
rather than a unique solution, then the a~,~,rn i  the vector am at step 2.m are given by 
linear equations. These linear equations (and thus the dimension of the solution space) 
can grow by at most r -  rn linear terms or O(r) at each step. Therefore these equations 
for a~,z,m reach a size of at most O(r 2) in the worst case. 
2.3 ANALYSIS 
Step 0 The straightforward approach to step 0 would be to first compute h~(x, y) for 
1 < k < r, and then for 1 < l < r to compute h~h~(x, y) as: 
y) x := h2( ,y)(hlh 2 (x,y)). (11) 
This method requires O(r4s 4) arithmetic operations. However, if K supports a multi- 
variate discrete Fourier transform, then we can improve our results by performing the 
multiplications entirely in Fourier space, and step 0 requires only O(r4s 2 log(rs)) arith- 
metic operations (Auslander et al. , 1983; Nussbaumer & Quandalle, 1979). 
Furthermore, we may also note that in step 2b of Algorithm I, we use only s ~ 
coefficients of each polynomial h~h~(x,y) (namely those coefficients of ziy j such that 
(k + l - 1)s < i + j <_ (k + l)s. Modifying step 0 to compute only these s 2 coefficients, 
we have an alternate algorithm requiring O(r2s 4) arithmetic operations. 
Step 2 The system of equations in step 2b has [(r - k -t- 1/2)s 2 q- 3s/2] • [r -I- 1 - k] 
terms on the left which is O(rs 2) • 0(r). The ak,i,y are given by linear equations of 
O(r 2) terms in the worst case. The system can therefore be solved with O(r 4 -t- rss 2) 
arithmetic operations using, for instance, the techniques of Golub and van Loan (1983) 
applied symbolically. All r iterations of step 2 require O(r~-i-r4s 2) arithmetic operations. 
The entire algorithm requires O(r ~ § r4s 2 log(rs)), or alternately O(r 5 + r4s ~ 4- r2s 4) 
arithmetic operations. Let I - n 2 § s 2 be the size of the input and N = r 2 the size of 
the output. Our algorithm requires O(N 2~ + N2I log(IN)) ,  or O(N 2"5 + N2 I  -t- NI2), 
or simply O((I  -b N) u'5) arithmetic operations. 
2.4 GENERALIZING THE ALGORITHM FOR ARBITRARY d 
The step from the bivariate case to the general multivariate case is quite simple. Let 
f(e) - g(h(~)) and let g (~ be defined ~ follows: 
(151 
O<_~<r 11 + .' 9 + t~ = r 
i l ,  . . . .  id ~_ 0 
The multivariate analog to Equation 7 is given by: 
( la) 
0<~<r/1 + ' "  +i~ = 
il,...,Q >0 
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Again, the intuition behind Equation 13 is that only those terms b~,...,i,h~'...h~*(~), 
where the sum of the powers of the hi is at least c, can contribute to the coefficients in 
f of total degree greater than cs - s. 
The general multivariate algorithm follows from Equation 13 and is analgous to Al- 
gorithm 1. In the general algorithm, step 0 requires O(rds 2~) arithmetic operations, or 
alternately O(r2dsddlog(rs)) operations if K suppports a DFT. 
In step 2.k part (b), we have O(rd-is d) linear equations in O(r d- l)  unknowns. The 
dimension of the solution space can grow by O(r a- l )  at each step for r steps so vector a~ 
contains linear equations of O(r d) terms. Computing the appropriate decomposition of
matrix Ck therefore requires O(rad-Ssd) arithmetic operations and solving the resulting 
system requires an additional O(r sd-~) operations. The loop is iterated r times so the 
algorithm requires a total of O(r  3d-1 +rSd-2sd-~rds 2 )operations or O(r3d--l-~r3d-2sd+ 
r2dsddlog(rs)) operations when K supports a DFT. 
The input is of size I = ds ~ § n d and the output polynomial g is of size N - r d in 
its dense representation. In terms of I and N, our algorithm requires O(N3I  § N I  ~) 
arithmetic operations, or alternately O(NSI§  log(IN)) operations when K supports 
a DFT. 
3. The  Inverse of an Automorph lsm 
We now apply our decomposition algorithm, Algorithm 1, to the problem of comput- 
ing the inverse of an automorphism. 
3.1 AUTOMORFHISM INVERSION ALGORITHM 
Let ~ : zi --~ hi(~') for 1 <: i < d be an automorphism given by the coefficients of 
the polynomials hi. We would like to compute the coefficients of the polynomials gi in 
r -1 : z~ --* gi(z~). To do this, we use Algorithm 1 for computing the left composition 
factor in a polynomial decomposition. Once more, we give the details for the bivariate 
case. 
Let hi(z, y), h2(x, y) e K[z, y] be polynomials with deg hi = sl and deg h2 = s2. Let 
o- be an automorphism with ~z = hi(z, y) and ay = h2(x, y). The inverse of ~ is given 
by" 
a-1 : 9 -* gl(x,y) (14) g2(z,y), 
where 
gl(hl (z ,y) ,h2(z,y))  -- z 
This leads us to Algorithm 2 in Figure 3. Given the polynomials hi(x, y) and h~(z, y), 
we use Algorithm 1 to compute the polynomials gl(zl ,  z2) and g~(zl, z~). 
Note that the condition deg hi -- deg h2, (ie. Sl -- s2) stated earlier for Problem 4 is 
an artificial condition given only to make notation and complexity analysis easier. The 
algorithm works with only a few minor changes when s l r  s~. It is also interesting to 
note, however, that even if we kept the condition sl = s2 we could still use Algorithm 2 
to compute ~-1. 
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ALGORITHM 9. Automorphism Inversion 
Step I a) Lei f(x, y) -- 
b) Let r = 1 
c) Run Algorithm 1 
d) I f  "NO DECOMPOSITION" 
then let r := r + 1 and goto 1(c) 
else let g~(~, y) = g(=, 9). 
Step 2 a) Let f (x ,y)  = y 
b) Ld  r = 1 
c) ttun Algorithm 1 
d) I f  "NO DECOMPOSITION" 
then let r :=  r + 1 and goto 2(c) 
else 1~ g~(x, ~) = g(x, y). 
o 
Figure 3: Algorithm 2 
Assume that sz ~t s2. Without loss of generality, let sl > s2. We set h~(x, y) = 
hi(x, y) + h~(x, 9). Now deg hz - deg h~. We run the Algorithm 2 as before except with 
inputs hi and h~ and compute g~(x, y) and g~(=, y). We now have: 
and 
h~(=, V) = h2(=, y) + h~(=, y) (15) 
thus 
gi(hl(~,y),h2(~,y) +hl(~,~)) = 
g~(hl(~,9),h2(~,y) +hl(~,y)) = y 
So we set gl(zl, z2) = gi(zl, zl + z2), g~(zz, z2) = g~(zl, zl + z2) and we are done. 
3.2 ANALYSIS 
If cr is an automorphism, then the polynomials gz and g2 exist and the algorithm will 
terminate. Let deg gl = rl and deg g2 - r~. Algorithm 2 will be executed rl and r2 
times respectively to compute gl and g2. Note that step 0 of Algorithm 1 needs to be 
executed only once. The total number of arithmetic operations required to compute tr -1 
is therefore O(r 6 + rSs 2 + r2s4), or alternately O(r 6 + r6s 2 + r482 log(rs)) if K supports 
a DFT, where r - max(r1, r2). 
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In the case of arbitrary dimension d, Algorithm 1 is executed rd times, except for 
its first step, which is executed only once. Letting I --- ds a and N = dr d be the size 
of the input and output polynomials respectively (in the dense representation) we have 
an algorithm requiring O(N3I  + N I  ~) arithmetic operations or alternately O(NSI  + 
N~I log( IN) )  operations when K supports a DFT. .  
3.3 ENDOMORPHISM 1NVERTIBILITY: THE AUTOMORPHISM QUESITION 
We now show a final result which follows from the degree bounds on ~-1 which were 
shown by Bass, Connell, and Wright (1982). 
It was shown in Bass et al. (1982) that if K is a field and 0" is an automorphism 
in K[~,  then deg(# -1) < deg(0") a-1. In Algorithm 2, therefore, the degree r of the 
output polynomials g~ is at most exponential in the dimension d and polynomial in the 
degree s of the input polynomials h~. Our solution to Problem 1 is as follows: Given 
an endomorphism ~ which is not known to be an automorphism, we run a version of 
Algorithm 2 which halts at r - s d and outputs a negative result if no inverse is found. 
In the case when K is a field, Algorithm 2 thus provides us with a solution to Problem 1 
which is exponential in the dimension of K[~ and polynomial in the degree of or. If # is 
an automorphism, then we have computed its inverse in time polynomial (sub-cubic) on 
the dense representation f the input and output. 
4. Conclus ion and Open Prob lems 
In this paper we have presented polynomial time algorithms for two significant prob- 
lems: computing the left composition factor of a multivariate decomposition and comput- 
ing the inverse of an automorphism. To solve Problem 3, computing the left composition 
factory we have used some techniques imilar to those used in the polynomial decompo- 
sition algorithms of Kozen and Landau (1986,1989). Algorithm 1, however, is the first 
such decomposition algorithm which allows the polynomial g as well as the polynomials J 
and h to be multivariate. We then used Algorithm 1 in a solution to Problem 2, the Au- 
tomorphism Inversion problem. One reason we were able to give a solution to Problem 3 
is that we imposed degree constraints on the polynomial g. In Algorithm 2, we slowly 
raise these degree constraints until the inverse is found. The algorithm is guaranteed to 
terminate since ~ is an automorphism. 
One might wonder if this technique would allow polynomial time algorithms based on 
either a Lagrange inversion formula or on the GrSbner bases techniques of Buchberger 
(1985) and Shannon and Sweedler (1989). This is not the case. The Lagrange inversion 
formulas have an infinite number of terms and some of these terms can have very high 
degree but produce terms of low degree only; thus an "algorithm" based on these for- 
mulas would not, in general, terminate. Likewise, the algorithms based on Buchberger's 
GrSbner bases techniques produce a sequence of polynomials on the way to the final 
output. The polynomials in this sequence can grow exponentially arge before shrinking 
again to produce a small output polynomial. Thus neither of these methods produces a
polynomial time algorithm even given degree constraints. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that in cases where a GrSbner basis is already 
known, the method of Shannon and Sweedler does produce a polynomial time algorithm. 
Also, in certain cases when the degree of nilpotence of a set of derivative functions 
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dx, . . . ,dn is known, an algorithm based on the inversion formula of Nousiainen and 
Sweedler (1983) can be terminated - Sweedler claims in polynomial time, although no 
complete analysis has been done. These derivative functions are defined as follows: (,) (,,) ' = : (16)  
d .  
It may be the ease that something can be known about the nilpotence degrees of these 
derivative functions when little is known about the bounds of the inverse polynomials. 
4.1 OPEN PROBLEMS 
Andrew Quick (1986) lists three representations of polynomials common in the field 
of computational lgebra. These are: the dense representation which lists all coeffi- 
cients in some order; the sparse representation which lists only the nonzero coefficients 
and their corresponding exponents; and the straight-line program, a branch-free program 
which describes the polynomials in terms of elementary operations on basis polynomi- 
als. The sparse representation is clearly more efficient than the dense representation for 
polynomials with proportionally many zero coefficients. Furthermore, algorithms which 
are polynomial time in the dense representation are not guaranteed to be polynomial or 
even exponential in the sparse representation. There has, as of late, been much interest 
in efficient algorithms for factoring sparse polynomials (yon zur Gathen, 1983; yon zur 
Gathen & Kaltofen, 1985), in algorithms for sparse polynomial interpolation (Ben-Or 
& Tiwari, 1988; Kaltofen & Yagati, 1988; Zippel, 1989), and in GCD and divisibility 
problems for sparse polynomials (Quick, 1986). Algorithms 1 and 2 assume a dense rep- 
resentation of the input polynomials, as do the univariate decomposition algorithms of 
Kozen and Landau (1986,1989), the multivariate decomposition algorithms of Dickerson 
(1987) and the univariate and multivariate decomposition algorithms of yon zur Gathen 
(1987,1988). 
PROBLEM 5 (Open)  Are there fast algorithms for solutions to Problems ~ and 3 when 
the input polynomials are sparse? 
In this paper, we compute only the left composition factor g in a multivariate decom- 
position. 
PROBLEM 6 (Open) Is there an asymptotically fast algorithm to compute the right 
composition factors h i , . . . ,  hd in a decomposition of f(s "- g(h(x) ? 
Our solution to Problem 1, the Endomorphism Invertibility Problem, is dependent 
on there being a bound on the degree of the inverse of a. A tighter bound in special 
cases might give a polynomial time algorithm for the solution of this problem. 
PROBLEM 7 (Open)  The degree bound on cr - t  given in Bass et al. (1982) holds when 
K is a field. Is there a bound on deg(a -1) when K is a commutative ring but not a field? 
Is there a tighter bound on deg(a -1) for any special cases of K ? 
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